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Crown gall primary tumors from tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum),
induced by Agrobacterium tumefaciens, strain B^, were studied ultra-
structurally. A critical examination of tumor cells from inception to
full transformation was made in an effort to elucidate the relationship
that may exist between the cell of the bacterial pathogen and the cells
of the host tissue during this period.
Inception phase samples showed the presence of bacteria both within
the cell and intercellular spaces of the host tissue. An increase in the
number of mitochondria, vesicles, multivesicular bodies (MVB), peroxisomes,
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and increased activity of dictyosomes were
noted. Increased vacuolation of cytoplasm, followed by aggregations of
densely staining material, became apparent. With the exception of the
nucleus sometimes being highly lobate and vacuolated, it showed no other
change in its ultrastructure. Chloroplasts and mitochondria remained
imchanged in their fine structure.
Bacteria were observed in one-week-old (developmental phase) samples
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but were not seen in any o£ the later stages during the developmental
phase. An increased number o£ large vacuoles with dense matrix, many
small vesicles coalescing to £orm larger ones, more multivesicular bodies,
mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum were evident. Spherosome develop¬
ment was noted. Spherosomes were derived £rom bodies o£ densely staining
material in the cytoplasm that eventually became enveloped by a single
membrane. An increase in myelin £igures and peroxisomes was eminent.
Peroxisomes were £ound to have a centrally located, nucleoid mass within
their prismatic-shaped electron dense inclusions. Occasional blebbing
o£ chloroplast membrane was seen and these blebs gave rise to large
vesicle-like organelles.
Unin£ected, wounded tissue showed numerous vesicles which coalesced
to £orm larger ones. Cytoplasm contained several large vacuoles and
cytoplasmic materials were observed being sloughed o££ into central
vacuoles and intercellular spaces. Mitochondria and myelin £igures were
numerous, chloroplast contained several starch grains and lipid bodies,
and the nucleus showed no apparent change in its ultrastructure.
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Crown gall is a neoplastic disease, incited by Agrobacterium
tumefaciens. that produces nonself-limiting tumors in higher plants.
It affects many dicotyledonous plants and some gymnosperms. The nature
of pathologic cell growth in living systems remains a perplexing problem
and its resolution remains highly elusive. It is likely that the basic
mechanism underlying tumorigenesis is similar in all oncogenic systems.
For this reason, studies on structural and biochemical changes associated
with transformation in the crown gall disease provide an attractive sys¬
tem for the elucidation of this phenomenon.
As Braun (1970) has stated, "It would appear self-evident that to
understand a problem as complex as the tumor problem, there must first be
a clear definition and validation of the premises upon which prevailing
beliefs are to be evaluated. One of the most firmly held beliefs in the
field of oncology is that once a cell has been converted to a tumor cell,
that change is permanent and irreversible. This concept of irreversibility
has dominated the thinking of most cancer biologists and many have favored
the theory of somatic cell mutation to account for the apparent irreversi¬
bility of the tumorous state. The evidence, thus far presented, to show
that mutation plays a role in the initial event responsible for the trans¬
formation of a normal cell to a tumor cell is meager."
The transformation of a normal cell to a tumor cell involves a radical
reorientation in biosynthetic metabolism. An understanding of the tumor
problem involves a characterization of the cellular mechanism(s) responsible
for this major and persistent switch in biosynthetic metabolism.
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Braun (1958) clearly demonstrated that during the transition from a normal
cell to a fully autonomous, rapidly growing tumor cell, a series of quite
distinct but well defined biosynthetic systems becomes progressively and
persistently activated; and the degree of activation of those systems deter¬
mines the rate at which the tumor cells grow. Abelev et al. (1963) found
that liver tumor cells contain an antigen which is identical to one present
in embryonic tissue but is not foimd in normal adult liver. The studies of
Gold and Freeman (1965), who worked with human gastrointestinal tumor, can
be interpreted similarly.
Can a single cellular mechanism reasonably account for the diverse
manifestations of phenotypic expressions that characterize the tumorous
state? Few systems above the level of lower organisms lend themselves to
the kind of experimental studies needed to elucidate the basic cellular
mechanisms that underlie such autonomous cell growth. Plant tumor systems,
however, lend themselves admirably to studies of this type. It may be
that the plant system of a higher plant like Lycopersicon will prove useful
and provide insight into the basic cellular mechanisms that underlie highly
stable but potentially reversible changes in the phenotype. Should a true
understanding of the regulation of such a mechanism be achieved, it seems
that the expression and suppression of the malignant state generally could
be attained at will under precisely defined conditions in any living system.
Although the crown gall disease is not new and even though there has
been an enormous amount of research on the subject, few studies on the fine
structure have been made. In light of these facts, a critical ultrastruc-
tural study of crown gall tumor cells from inception to full transformation
is needed. This investigation is aimed, therefore, at the elucidation of
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the relationship that may exist between the cell of the bacterial pathogen
and the cells of the host tissue during this period. An attempt has been
made to delineate and correlate any fine structural changes in host and
bacterial cells as they interact in tumor cell transformation. It is hoped
that fundamental changes noted at the fine structure level during the
process of tumor cell transformation, will shed further light on the problem




The crovm gall disease and the crown gall problem are not new
phenomena. For many years botanists have delved into the problem o£ the
nature of plant tumors in an effort to understand and, if possible,
establish their relevance to the cancer problem. According to Braun and
Stonier (1958), the first description of the crown gall disease was given
by Hlubek in 1839. Since that time an enormous amount of research has
been conducted on crown gall. A comprehensive survey of the literature on
crown gall is found in the review articles of Smith (1916), Braun (1954b),
Braun and Stonier (1958), Klein and Link (1955), Kupila-Ahvenniemi (1968),
Lippincott and Lippincott (1975), Drlica and Kado (1975), and Kado (1976).
The studies reviewed in these articles have dealt with developmental and
biochemical aspects of tumor formation. Few studies on the fine structure
of crown gall are included in these articles because information on this
aspect of the crown gall problem is meager (Hohl, 1961; Gee et al., 1967;
Lipetz, 1967, 1970; and Manocha, 1970). For these reasons, this review of
literature will deal primarily with reports on the tumor-inducing principle
(TIP) as it might be understood at the fine structure level.
Crown gall is a neoplastic disease occurring in many gymnosperms and
dicotyledonous plants which produce nonself-limiting tumors. The disease
affects species belonging to at least 142 genera distributed over 62 widely
separated families of plants (Elliot, 1951). It is a growth very common in
many parts of the world. The disease is known by many names, but generally
in the United States as "crown gall", because the growth occurs very often
on what the gardeners call the crown of the plant, i.e., on that part where
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stem and root join. It may occur, however, on any part of the plant.
Smith and Townsend (1907) were the first to demonstrate that the agent
responsible for the crown gall disease was a particular bacterium which
could be isolated in pure culture and used to induce the disease in healthy
plants. They named the causative agent Bacterium tumefaciens and described
it as a small, white, motile, polar flagellate, non-sporiferous. Gram-negative,
non-acid fast, aerobic, non-starch-destroying, sunlight sensitive, rod¬
shaped schizomycete, which grows on agar-poured plates in the form of small
circular, somewhat raised, wet-shining, translucent colonies. The organism
grows over a temperature range of 0 to 37 C; however, the optimum tempera¬
ture for growth lies between 25 and 30 C (Smith, 1920). The short, rod¬
shaped, Gram-negative bacterium was subsequently christened, in historical
order. Bacterium tumefaciens Smith and Town., Pseudomonas tumefaciens Smith
and Town., Phytomonas tumefaciens (Smith and Town.) Bergey et al., and
Agrobacterium tumefaciens (Smith and Town.) Conn, The agrobacteria are
common mesophilic soil inhabitants that are quite often motile due to the
presence of one to six flagella (Lippincott and Lippincott, 1975).
It is generally agreed that although the inciting bacterium is essential
to the tumorous conversion of host cells, its continued presence is not
necessary for the maintenance of the tumorous state either in vivo or in
vitro. It has been suggested by several investigators (Braun, 1947;
Lippincott and Lippincott, 1966; Lipetz, 1967; Gee et al., 1967; and Meins,
1974) that conversion is brought about by some agent that is elaborated
only by the growing bacterium. This hypothetical agent has been called the
"tumor-inducing principle"-TIP (Braun and Handle, 1948).
The tumorous state in crown gall can be maintained in the absence of
the inciting organism; however, to date there are no confirmed reports of
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tumorous conversion in the absence of viable bacteria. According to Kado
(1976) conflicting reports on tumor induction without bacteria, that remain
unconfirmed, have appeared in the literature. Numerous other attempts have
been made to establish the precise relationship between the exciting bac-
teriiam and the transformation of normal cells into the tumorous state.
DeRopp (1947) was the first to seriously propose the concept that
crown gall is a viral neoplasm. From the results of his experiments in
which bacteria-free tumorous tissue was grafted to normal sunflower stocks
in vitro, he concluded that a "tumefacient agent" passed from the timiorous
cells to normal cells bringing about their conversion. Another line of
evidence that is consistent with the assumption that the tumorous state is
maintained by a crown gall virus is provided by Braun's (1959) demonstration
that, under certain conditions, cells derived from a crown gall teratoma may
revert to normal cells. Braun reports that reversion occurs under condi¬
tions of rapid cell growth and may reflect the gradual dilution of a crown
gall virus, the replication of which fails to keep pace with cell division.
The major lines of evidence for a DNA virus are reports that (1) bacterial
DNA can migrate through plant tissues without degradation and become
incorporated into the nuclei of plant cells; (2) the DNA of tumorous tissue
contains specific sequences of nucleotides that are homologous with those
of the DNA of A. tumefaciens; (3) bacteriophage activity is present in
homogenates of tumorous tissues, and (4) conversion may be effected with
bacterial DNA and phage DNA (Beardsley, 1972).
Other investigators do not share the validity of the implications
suggested by the viral theory. The viral hypothesis appears to be incon¬
sistent with findings that both virulent and avirulent strains of bacteria
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are lysogenic (Zimmerer et al., 1966). Another apparent difficulty with
the viral theory arises from the fact that none of the bacteriophages
isolated to date, including those from plaques developing on plates in
response to homogenates of tumorous tissues, is able to produce tumors
when inoculated into susceptible plant tissues (Kurkdjian et al., 1968).
Braun (1947) has suggested that the tumor-inducing principle could be
"a chemical fraction" of the bacterial cell that is capable of initiating,
as in the case of the transforming substances of pneumococci, a specific
alteration in the host cell with a resultant continued and abnormal
development of these cells. An early test of this hypothesis involved
inoculating plants with culture media on which A. tumefaciens had grown.
Bacterial deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was implicated as the tumor-inducing
principle in this test (Thomas and Klein, 1959). Using this technique
tumors were reported to form at more than 60% of the inoculation sites and
treatment of the extract with pancreatic deoxyribonuclease inhibited tumor
formation (Klein and Knupp, 1957). A more recent study of this type con¬
ducted by Beljanski et al. (1974), involved inoculating A. tumefaciens RNA
into Datura stramonium stems which had previously been cut and placed on
an agar medium. Callus growth occurred at sites on the stem where distilled
water as well as RNA was injected; however, only the RNA-induced outgrowths
continued to proliferate when grafted onto fresh plants.
According to Beardsley (1972), A. tumefaciens bacteriophages have also
been been considered as the probable carriers of information responsible for
transformation. Although purified phages have failed to induce tumor
formation, the reports claiming that phage DNA base sequences occur in tumor
cell (Schilperoort et al., 1969) and that coliophages can transfer genes to
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plant cells (Carlson, 1973) lend support to this concept.
Beardsley (1960) reported that the first study of bacteriophages
active against A. tumefaciens appears to have been reported in 1925 by
Coons and Kotila. Subsequently, several workers reported observations on
cultures of crown-gall bacterivun which were probably indicative of phage
action. Prior to the report by Beardsley (1955), lysogenic strains of
A. tumefaciens had not been reported.
Drlica and Kado (1975) reported that the phage hypothesis was based on
the following observations: (1) treatments which stimulate phage production
in lysogenized bacteria also increase the specific tumorigenicity of A.
tumefaciens (Herberlein and Lippincott, 1965); (2) extracts of cultured
tumor tissues induce lysis in phage-sensitive strains of A. tumefaciens
(Parsons and Beardsley, 1968); (3) ultrastructural studies indicate that
lysed bacteria and free phages are present in inoculated wounds (Kurkdjian
et al., 1968), and (4) according to Leff and Beardsley (1970), phage DNA
induced tumors.
In experiments conducted by Larebeke et al. (1974) the results provided
strong support for the hypothesis that the genetic information for the tumor-
inducing principle in crown gall-inducing Agrobacterium strains is carried
by one or more plasmids. Their results showed that all bacterial colonies
that could induce crown gall tumors also harbored the large plasmid. In
all their experiments the correlation between loss of tumor-inducing capa¬
city and loss of a large plasmid was found to be 100%. It was therefore
concluded that the presence of this plasmid is essential to the tumor-
inducing ability of these strains and that the plasmid carries the genetic
information for the tumor-inducing principle.
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Zaenen et al. (1974) have shown that plasmids are present in A,
tumefaciens. The plasmids are of relatively high molecular weight depend¬
ing upon the bacterial strain in which the plasmid was detected. Thus far,
these large plasmids have been found in all tumorigenic bacterial strains
examined while they have been absent in most nontumorigenic strains of the
genus Agrobacterium. The correlation between tumorigenicity and the posses¬
sion of a plasmid suggests that plasmids may be involved in the transforma¬
tion process.
Holsters (1976) reported a large circular DNA plasmid present in all
the oncogenic Agrobacterium strains. The removal of the plasmid from an
oncogenic strain led to its loss of oncogenicity. Introducing a plasmid
from an oncogenic strain into a non-oncogenic plasmidless Agrobacterium
strain, either by conjugation or by transformation, rendered the acceptor
bacterium oncogenic. These observations led to the conclusion that this
plasmid is necessary for tumor induction by Agrobacterium.
Meins (1974) suggested that the TIP might be a small piece of DNA
present in tumor cells as a single copy which would not be detected by
nucleic acid hybridization methods now available. The hypothesis that A.
tumefaciens nucleic acids, phages, or plasmids are directly involved in
transformation of plant cells is consistent with the experimental results.
However, there is no strong unequivocal evidence favoring one hypothesis
over another. Live bacteria are necessary for crown gall tumor initiation
and no system has been developed in which isolated bacterial components
reproducibly induce crown gall tumors. Nucleic acid hybridization studies
have been reported which claim to show homologies between bacterial or
phage DNA and tumor nucleic acids and each has been subsequently challenged.
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On the other hand, no experimental evidence negates the postulation that
a small part of the bacterial genome may invade the plant cell, although
recent nucleic acid hybridization studies argue against each tumor cell
containing the entire bacterial genome (Drlica and Kado, 1974).
Wounding is also a factor in crown gall development. The need for a
wound was recognized very early in the experimental study of crown gall
(Riker and Berge, 1935). Hildebrand (1942) reported that tiny wounds in
tomato stems involving one or more epidermal cells approximated the minimum
size for infection by the crown gall organism. Only a small percentage of
such wounds became infected when the inoculum was applied by gently rubbing
the stem surface with a polished needle moistened with a bacterial
suspension.
Shallow stem wounds (from about 2 to 12 cells deep) were less efficient
as infection courts than deep wounds (from one-fourth to completely through
the stem) when the inoculum was identical. It was concluded that the ulti¬
mate size of the gall was correlated with the depth of the wound but was
independent of the size of the initial inoculum. The largest galls observed
resulted from deep stem wound inoculations regardless of whether the inocu¬
lum was a single bacterium or large numbers of bacteria (Hildebrand, 1942).
Wounding has been assigned a variety of hypothetical functions in
tumorigenesis; however, most of them fall into one of two classes. Either
it is thought to be necessary in order to permit entry of either bacteria
or the TIP into cells, or, alternatively, processes evoked by the stimulus
of wounding are considered to be essential to tumorous conversion (Braun
and Stonier, 1958). The wound response theory assumes that cells are
rendered competent to react to the tumorigenic potential of bacteria by
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processes related to wound healing (Braun, 1954a). Lippincott and Lippin-
cott (1969) suggested a third alternative. From their data they postulated
that an early step in tumorous conversion is the attachment o£ bacteria to
specific tumor initiation sites within wounded tissues. They further sug¬
gest that wounding may be necessary in order to expose specific receptors
to which bacteria become attached. If such receptors are on the surface of
the membranes of the host cells, rupture of cell walls may be necessary in
order to expose them. Klein (1954) assigned a different role to wounding.
He proposed that wotind juices provided bacteria with something essential
to the synthesis of the TIP.
It has been suggested that the naturally occurring auxin, indoleacetic
acid (lAA), is necessary to cause tumor formation in plants inoculated with
A. tumefaciens. Several investigators have drawn a parallel between the
reaction of plant tissues treated with beta-indole acetic acid and the
reaction of similar plant material inoculated with a living culture of
Phytomonas tumefaciens (A. tumefaciens). Braun and Laskaris (1942), as well
as Klein and Link (1955), demonstrated that decapitated plants inoculated
with attenuated strains of A. tumefaciens would develop galls if lAA were
supplied to the cut surface exogenously.
Locke et al. (1938) demonstrated that responses occurring in inoculated
plants were suggestive of the presence of growth substances. One such
response studied was leaf epinasty. In this study two tomato plants, about
15 cm tall, were inoculated at five points along the stem by means of needle
punctures, one with the virulent strain, and one with the attenuated strain.
A third received sterile punctures. Nineteen days later galls were
evident on the plant inoculated with the virulent strain, and the petioles
originating near the galls were bent sharply downward. The plant inoculated
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with the attenuated strain bore small swellings at the point o£ inoculation,
and the petioles originating near these swellings maintained approximately
the same angle as those of the control plant. This response suggested that
a growth-promoting substance was probably present in the virulent strain,
Locke et al. (1939) also demonstrated that the growth substances from the
gall tissue, tomato foliage, and crown gall culture were all much more
stable in basic solution than in acid solution. This suggested that some
substance comparable in certain reactions to beta-indoleacetic acid was
present in the ether extracts of the material tested.
It has been shown by several investigators (White and Braun, 1941;
White, 1945; Braun, 1951) that crown gall tumor cells, when freed of the
original inciting agent. A, tumefaciens, are capable of autonomous develop¬
ment. The fact that these tumor cells when grown in vitro retain indef¬
initely their peculiar cultural and cytological characteristics as well as
their tumor-inducing capacity, in the absence of any demonstrable
stimulating agent, indicates that the host cells when acted upon by the
bacterium become permanently altered. They behave like malignant animal
cells in that they (1) show uncontrolled growth in the initial host; (2)
can be transplanted successfully to hosts of the same species from which
they were derived, and (3) retain indefinitely their ability to produce
tumors and to grow in vivo.
Evidence indicating that bacteria are not necessary for the prolifera¬
tion of tumorous tissues was the discovery that secondary tumors were
generally bacteria-free (Smith, 1912). Such secondary tumors frequently
appear on certain hosts, particularly the sunflower and Paris daisy, when
plants bear a primary tumor at a site infected with virulent bacteria
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(Braun, 1941). Secondary tumors often arise at a considerable distance
from the primary site and may appear in the absence of a primary tumor
when plants are inoculated with populations of an attenuated strain of
bacterium (Braun, 1941).
White (1941) developed techniques for culturing plant tissues in
vitro and made it possible to demonstrate conclusively that tissues
isolated from secondary tumors retain their capacity for tumorous growth
during propagation by serial transfer in an environment devoid of any
detectable form of the inciting bacterium (White and Braun, 1941). During
the decade that followed, several investigators demonstrated that tissues
from both primary and secondary tumors, appearing on many different species,
can be cultured in vitro in the absence of any detectable bacteria (White,
1945; Braim, 1951). However, Braun (1947) pointed out that the possibility
remains that some form of the inciting bacterium persists within tumorous
tissues that escape detection by ordinary techniques.
Riker (1926) reported the results of a study which dealt with the
influence of temperature and soil moisture on the development of the crown
gall disease in tomato plants. These experiments demonstrated that good
tumor development was obtained at temperatures up to 28 C. The tumors were
found to be distinctly inferior between 28 C and 30 C, while above 30 C no
tumors were produced. This was true despite the fact that both the host
and the bacterium grew well at 32 C.
In a later contribution on this subject, Riker et al. (1941) inoculated,
in addition to tomato, a number of other hosts, such as Sedum, Bryophyllum,
Nicotiana glutinosa, Nicotiana tabacum, and a cross between Nicotiana
tabacum and Nicotiana glutinosa. They found that some species of plants
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tested behaved like tomato and produced tumors only at 30 C or below, while
certain of the Nicotiana species produced galls both below and above the
critical temperature for tomato. Tumors that developed at 31 C on these
test plants were smaller and appeared from a week to 10 days later than
those that formed at 26 C.
According to Braun (1947) a temperature of 32 C, which is just above
the critical temperature for tumor formation in the periwinkle, prevents
the conversion of normal host cells to tumor cells. This temperature level
did not exert an inhibitory influence on those factors responsible for
multiplication of the tumor cells after the cellular alteration had been
fully consummated. Furthermore, the studies revealed that the inability of
the bacteria to bring about the cellular conversion is not the result of
physiological disturbances in the plant as a whole but is dependent upon
environmental conditions that exist in the immediate vicinity of the site
of inoculation. Further studies indicated that the gross wound-healing
response of the plants kept at 32 C did not differ appreciably from the
reaction found in plants held at 26 C. Lastly, it was shown that a tempera¬
ture of 32 C exerted no demonstrable bacteriostatic effect on the organisms
in the periwinkle plants.
Evidence obtained with the electron microscope (Hohl, 1961; Gee et al.,
1967) indicates that bacteria are not located within tumorous cells after
the induction phase. Electron microscopic examination of thin sections
from sunflower crown gall tissue (Manocha, 1970) revealed certain details
about its intracellular organization not previously reported. Tumor tissue
showed a marked increase in the number of ribosomes, endoplasmic reticulum,
and Golgi bodies (dictyosomes) over that of normal mesophyll cells.
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Mitochondria and chloroplasts did not show any detectable change.
Crystalline bodies, consisting of a lattice surrounded by a imit membrane,
were frequently observed in tumorous cells. The nucleoli of tumor cells
contained vacuoles and were clearly differentiated into two zones. Small
vesicle-like bodies were observed in the nuclei of mesophyll cells four
days after bacterial inoculation.
Studies by Hohl (1961) showed unusual plastids with large, round
inclusion bodies in the tissues immediately surrounding the wound during
healing. They first appeared about 24 hr following wounding, and their
nimber increased during the next few days. Such plastids were observed in
woimd and tumor tissues of Nicotiana tabacum, Solanum lycopersicum (Lyco¬
pers icon esculentum) and Helianthus annum.
Gee et al. (1967) reported that inception phase samples showed numer¬
ous bacteria appearing both within the host cytoplasm and in the inter¬
cellular spaces of the host tissues. Marked disintegration of cell walls
was found and masses of fibril-like substances associated with the altered
cell wall, appeared to diffuse into the host tissues. Five-day-old tumor
samples revealed swelling of the plastid lamellae systems and chloroplasts
had extraordinarily large sizes accompanied by loosening grana lamellae
and vacuoles.
During tumor development Gee et al. (1967) noted that bacteria were
absent in cells undergoing transformation; chloroplasts decreased consider¬
ably in number in these cells, and were altered in their ultrastructure.
Chloroplasts of some tumor cells appeared vacuolated, with distorted grana
and stroma lamellae. Some plastids were found to be smaller with few
lamellae. A number of plastids appeared dwarfed and contained only a few
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circular inclusions within the regular plastid membranes. Mitochondria
were noted to generally maintain their normal morphology.
Ultrastructural studies conducted by Lipetz (1970) have revealed
that crown gall cells from several plant species contained considerably
more endoplasmic reticulum than their normal or hyperplastic counterparts.
This characteristic appeared to be stable even in crown gall tissues that
were grown in vitro for many years. There was no evidence for the pre¬
sence of an etiological agent of the crown gall cells, nor was there
evidence of any structure peculiar to these cells.
It appears highly unlikely that an intracellular form of the crown
gall bacterium would have escaped detection in all the cytological and
physiological studies that have been conducted on crown gall tumors during
the past half century (Beardsley, 1972). The main objective of this
investigation, however, is not to pursue this aspect of the crown gall
problem. Instead, this study will focus on the subcellular changes that
the membranes of the causative agent and host cell may undergo during
transformation of the normal cell into a crown gall cell.
CHAPTER III
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Crown gall tissue used in this investigation was obtained from galls
on sunflower and tomato plants that were grown in the greenhouse of the
Department of Biology of Atlanta University. Tomato and sunflower seeds
were obtained from Hastings' Nursery of Atlanta, Georgia. The Rutgers
variety of the tomato, Lycopersicon esculentum, and the Mammoth variety
of the sunflower, Helianthus annuus, were used. Sunflower seeds were sown
in 6-inch pots and after germination the plants were thinned to one per pot.
Tomato seeds were sown in a rectangular planting tray that was half-filled
with vermiculite. When young seedlings reached a height of 2 to 3 in, they
were transferred to larger pots and maintained under greenhouse conditions.
After reaching about 8 in tall, half of each group of plants (tomato
and sunflower) was inoculated with a virulent strain of Agrobacterium tume-
faciens B^, using the needle-puncture method. Inoculation was accomplished
by taking a finely filed dissecting needle, which had been dipped into 85%
alcohol and flame-sterilized, and gently making a number of punctures in
the petiole and the upper portion of the stem. A suspension of the bacterial
culture was then applied to the wounded areas. The bacterial cultures were
maintained on a potato dextrose agar (PDA) medium and 48-hr-old cultures were
used for the inoculations.
Stem and petiolar segments, about one mm in length, were taken from the
point of inoculation at 12, 36, and 60 hr as well as 5 days after inocula¬
tion in order to follow changes in cell structure during the inception
phase. Other samples of varying lengths were taken at one, two, and three
weeks in order to observe changes in cell structure during the developmental
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phase. Control samples were taken from comparable regions on uninoculated
plants as well as from plants that had been wounded, but to which no bac¬
terial suspension had been applied. They were minced into pieces no larger
than one mm in diameter and length with a sharp scalpel in a petri dish
containing 6% glutaraldehyde buffered with 0.2 M Sorensen's phosphate
(Gomori, 1955). The samples were fixed in the same solution at pH 7.2 in a
vacuum oven at room temperature under 15 lb pressure. Following fixation
the samples were post-fixed in 2% osmium tetroxide buffered with 0.2 M
phosphate. Dehydration in a graded series of alcohol was followed by in¬
filtration with propylene oxide. Post-fixation and sample dehydration were
carried out at room temperature. The samples were then embedded in Spurr's
medium in Beem capsules and allowed to remain at room temperature for at
least 12 hr. They were then placed in a vacuiom oven for 8 hr at 60 C under
15 lb pressure to achieve polymerization.
o
Sections, approximately 300 A thick, were made on an LKB ultramicro¬
tome and stained with uranyl acetate and Reynold's lead citrate (Reynolds,
1963). Electron micrographs were made with an RCA EMU-4 electron micro¬
scope. Photographs of macroscopic observations were taken with a Pentax
35 mm camera using Plux-X pan film for black and white prints (PX 135-20).
Glassware used in this investigation was either Brockway or Pyrex brand.
Prior to using any of the glassware, it was washed in hot tap water, using
Fisher's biodegradable Sparkleen laboratory detergent, and rinsed thoroughly,
in tap, distilled, and demineralized water, respectively. Any glassware
that was not used at the time was capped and stored for future use.
All chemicals used in this investigation were either reagent grade or




Macroscopic Observations of Inoculated Tomato Plants
Five to 7 days after petioles and nodes of 3-6-week-old tomato
(Fig. 1) and sunflower plants were inoculated, small swellings were
evident below and at the point of inoculation of all plants. Within 3
to 5 weeks these swellings developed into well-formed tumors. Young
tumors were initially green and relatively soft; however, as time
progressed they became larger and developed a somewhat corky texture
(Fig. 2, 3). Tumors on tomato plants became more massive than tumors of
comparable age on sunflower. On tomato plants old tumors developed to
the extent that they eventually enveloped the entire petiole and severely
distorted its vascular system (Fig. 3). The tendency for leaflets of
leaves with large petiolar tumors to wilt and die provided evidence of
vascular system disruption. Leaflets of leaves with uninoculated petioles
remained normal.
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) Observations of
Tissue Segments from Uninoculated Plants
TEM examination of numerous thin sections of tissue taken from unin¬
fected tomato plants revealed a normal cell and tissue structure. Paren¬
chyma cells (Fig. 4) were typically polyhedral in shape, contained large
vacuoles, and had a thin layer of cytoplasm in a peripheral position.
Walls of the cells were thin and variable numbers of chloroplasts were
present in the cytoplasm. Starch grains were present in some chloroplasts
(Fig. 5). Intercellular spaces were common between these cells.
Several cytoplasmic organelles could be distinguished in the thin
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Fig. 1. Photograph of a normal, healthy tomato plant, approximately
42 days old.
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Fig. 2. Tomato plant, 3 weeks after inoculation with Agrobacterium
tumefaciens, strain showing gall at arrow —) with
wilted leaflets (L) anterior to galls.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of massive petiolar tumor on tomato 8 weeks
after inoculation.
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Fig. 4. Structure of normal parenchyma cells in cortical tissue of
stem from uninfected tomato plants. The thin cell wall (CW)
and plasma membrane (PM) surround a thin layer of cytoplasm
(C). Several organelles including chloroplasts (Ch), mito¬
chondria (M), and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) can be observed
Note the large vacuole (V) and several small vesicles (Ve).
X 12,000.
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Fig. 5. Micrograph showing portions of three cells with a common
intercellular space (IS). The intercellular space is
free of material. Note chloroplasts (Ch) with included
starch grains (Sg). Chloroplast structure is typical of
that reported for normal cells. X 28,800.
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layer of cytoplasm within the cells. These organelles included the nu¬
cleus, chloroplast with starch grains, mitochondria, dictyosomes, and
endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The most conspicuous characteristic of these
cells was the large vacuole that occupied almost the entire area of the
cell. In many of the vacuoles the entire area appeared clear, while in
others there was a sparsely dispersed matrix.
The nucleus was often the most prominent organelle evident in the
cytoplasm (Fig. 6). The metabolic (nondividing) nucleus appeared as a
spheroidial or ellipsoidal and sometimes more or less lobed body enclosed
by the cytoplasm and delimited from it by a double membrane, the nuclear
envelope. Numerous pores were noted in the nuclear envelope and at many
places it was continuous with the endoplasmic reticuliom. The nucleolus
and chromatin matrix were clearly evident in cell nuclei (Fig. 7). Only
one nucleolus was present in each cell.
Numerous chloroplasts were generally seen in each cell (Fig. 8).
Their shapes and sizes varied. Grana and starch grains were conspicuous
in each plastid (Fig. 5, 8). Small electron opaque bodies, probably lipid
in nature, were also apparent in the chloroplasts (Fig. 8). These bodies
were dispersed in the stroma and occurred singly as well as in clusters.
Starch grains were commonly observed as oval bodies of a homogeneous
nature within the chloroplast stroma. A membrane was not evident but they
were consistently delimited by a marginal zone of low density. Sometimes
granules were observed to occur in association with the surface of the
starch grains causing the edge of the grain to have a granulated opaque
boundary.
Small strands of endomembranes, endoplasmic reticulum (Fig. 4) were
Fig. 6. Section through parenchyma cell of uninoculated plant.
Note nucleus (N), thin cell wall (CW), sparse cytoplasm
(C), and large vacuole (V). X 15,200.
Fig. 7. Micrograph showing nucleus (N) with prominent nucleolus
(Nu) surrounded by karyolymph (K). X 11,200.
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Fig. 8. Chloroplast with lipid bodies (Lb), starch grains (Sg),
and stroma (St) and grana (G) lamellae. X 37,200.
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observed traversing the cytoplasm. ER profiles were not profusely
distributed in the cytoplasm, however, and appeared to contain an
electron transparent space.
TEM Observations of Tissue from Inoculated Plants
Twelve hours after inoculation, bacteria could be observed within
host cells (Fig. 9, 10, 11). They occurred in association with the thin
layer of cytoplasm within these cells. The intercellular spaces were free
of bacteria. At this stage, in some instances, scattered accumulations of
a densely staining material could be seen in intercellular spaces as well
as within the host cell (Fig. 12). An increase in the number of single
bound membrane organelles with prismatic inclusions (peroxisomes) was also
noted in these cells. The nucleus, chloroplasts, and mitochondria appeared
normal in structure (Fig. 13).
Samples from tissue 36-hr after inoculation, also revealed numerous
bacteria within the vicinity of the inoculation site on tomato, the host
cells (Fig. 14). At this stage cytoplasm of host cells was commonly massed
into densely stained electron opaque aggregations (Fig. 15). This cyto¬
plasmic change was evident also in tissue samples taken from sunflower
plants that had been inoculated for a comparable period of time (Fig. 16).
Such an observation represents a striking change in internal cellular
organization. In affected cells at this stage, cytoplasm appears to become
condensed and to obscure the presence of most organelles except for the
starch grains (Fig. 15, 16, 17).
Other structural features noted in association with the cytoplasmic
changes described above include the presence of myelin-like configurations
and lamination of the cell walls (Fig. 17). Myelin-like figures occurred
Fig. 9. Section through cells of tomato petiole, from vicinity
of inoculation, taken 12 hr after inoculation. Note
bacteria (B) within host cell. Separation of cytoplasm
from cell wall is probably an artifact. X 6,000.
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Fig. 10. Sections o£ cells from tomato plant, from vicinity of
inoculation, taken 12 hr after inoculation. Note
presence of bacteria (B) within some cells, thin peri¬
pheral layer of cytoplasm (C) and chloroplasts (Ch) with
starch grains (Sg). X 8,400.
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Fig. 11. Micrograph of portions of cells of tomato, from vicinity
of inoculation, 12 hr after inoculation. Note bacteria
(arrows) within host cell. Separation of cytoplasm from
cell wall may represent an artifact. X 16,000.
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Fig. 12. Section from tomato plant taken 12 hr after inoculation
showing an intercellular space (IS) and adjacent cells in
vicinity of inoculation. Cytoplasm and its inclusions
appear normal but an electron opaque matrix (arrow) is
in the intercellular space. X 11,200.
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Fig. 13. Micrograph of cell from vicinity of inoculation site
12 hr after inoculation showing single bound membrane
organelles with prismatic inclusions (arrows). Bacteria
(B), nucleus (N), chloroplasts (Ch), and mitochondria (M)
are also evident. Note tendency toward lobing of
nucleus. X 10,400.
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Fig. 14. Cell from vicinity of inoculation 36 hr after introducing
inoculum into tomato petiole. Numerous bacteria (B) are
shown inside the host cell. Densely staining aggregated
masses of cytoplasm (CM) with included starch grains
(Sg) characterize cells at this stage. X 10,080.
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Fig. 15. Section through cell of tomato plant, near vicinity of
inoculation point, 36 hr after inoculation, showing dense
aggregation of cytoplasmic materials (Cm) and starch
grain (Sg) inclusions. X 7,200.
Fig. 16. Section through portion of cell of sunflower plant taken
from vicinity of inoculation 36 hr after inoculation.
Note electron opaque cytoplasmic mass (arrow) similar to
that found in tomato cells at comparable stage of tumor
formation. Starch grains (Sg) are the only clearly dis¬
cernible inclusions. X 8.400.
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Fig. 17. Myelin (My) figures are apparent at various locations
along the cell wall (CW) perhaps emanating from the
plasma membrane. Dense cytoplasm in cells from tissue
samples removed 36 hr after inoculation showing myelin¬




in the dense cytoplasm in places near cell walls. They were not obscured
as were most other cytoplasmic organelles. In addition to these struc¬
tures small lipid bodies were also dispersed in the altered cytoplasmic
matrix (Fig. 17).
When sections taken from tissue samples 60 hr after inoculation were
studied, the cell structure was observed to be similar to that of cells
taken from 12 hr samples. Cytoplasm in these cells had a relatively nor¬
mal ultrastructural appearance (Fig. 18). The principal difference was
in the increased vacuolation of the cells or increased vesiculation of
the cytoplasm (Fig. 19). Few bacteria were evident within the cells at
this stage of development. Chloroplasts and mitochondria exhibited no
apparent ultrastructural alteration (Fig. 18, 19).
Cells from five-day old tissue samples revealed no presence of the
etiological agent either intracellularly or intercellularly (Fig. 20).
Some internal cellular changes appeared to characterize cells at this
stage of development, however. They included an extensive lobing of the
nucleus and the presence of single-membrane boimd organelles with prismatic
inclusions, referred to in this study as peroxisomes (Figs. 21, 22). Oc¬
curring in association with the peroxisomes were dictyosome-like organelles
from which small vesicles originated (Fig. 23). Careful study of some of
the peroxisomes revealed the presence of round, stippled nucleoid-like
bodies in the center of the prismatic-shaped inclusion of the peroxisome
(Fig. 23, 24). In Fig. 24 a unique blebbing of the chloroplast membrane
is shown. This blebbing gives rise to large vacuole-like vesicles.
Cytoplasm in cells from one-week-old tumors was highly vacuolated
(Fig. 25). The cytoplasm was thin and contained numerous clearly
Fig, 18. Part of cell from tissue sample removed 60 hr after
inoculation. Note normal appearance of cytoplasm (C),
plastids (P), and mitochondria (M). Also note slight
lobing of nucleus (N), and regularly spaced electron
dense zones along inner surface of nuclear membrane.
X 8,960.
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Fig. 19. Section o£ tomato tissue showing vacuolated cytoplasm
(VC), E R profiles (ER), mitochondria (M), dictyosomes
(D), and vesicles (Ve) 60 hr after inoculation. X 9,200.
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Fig. 20. Portions of cells from tissue sample removed 5 days
after inoculation. Note absence of bacteria (arrows),
laminated cell walls (CW), and thin layer of cytoplasm
with peroxisomes (P). X 5,200.
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Fig. 21. Portion of cell from tissue sample at same developmental
stage as in Fig. 20. Note strong lobing of nucleus (N).
X 8,000.
Fig. 22. Micrograph from 5-day-old tissue sample showing chloro-
plasts (Ch) without starch grains and portions of lobed
nucleus (N). X 6,000.
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Fig. 23. Part of cell from tissue sample 5 days after inoculation
showing several peroxisomes (large arrows) and some
dictyosomes (small arrows). X 26,600.
Fig. 24. Part of cell from tissue sample 5 days after inoculation
showing conspicuous blebbing of chloroplast membrane
(large arrows), portion of lobed nucleus, numerous
vesicles, and peroxisomes with nucleoid in prismatic
body (small arrows). X 12,800.
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Fig. 25. Part of cell from one-week-old tumor tissue showing




distinguishable organelles which appeared to be of normal structure
(Fig. 26, 27). Microbodies with prismatic inclusions, small vesicles,
and dictyosomes were common in these cells. Intercellular spaces were
filled with a granular matrix in which bacteria were dispersed (Fig. 28).
The matrix was probably bacterial slime.
Cells in two-week old tumor tissue were found to have large vacuoles,
often with a fibrillar matrix, cell walls with continuous primary walls
separated by a relatively broad band of interceullular substance (middle
lamella), and frequent blebbing of the tonoplast membrane to give rise to
vesicles variable in size and content (Fig. 29, 30, 31). Ghost-like
remnants of vesicles occur in some cells at this stage of timaior formation
(Fig. 32, 33).
Cells in tissue from 3-week-old tumors differed very little in internal
structure from those in 2-week-old tumors (Fig. 34, 35, 36). One noteworthy
feature appeared to distinguish some of these cells, however. In some,
rounded, electron opaque bodies were dispersed in the cytoplasm and were
included within large vesicles (Fig. 35, 37).
Transmission Electron Microscopic Observations
of One-week Sham Tissue
Samples of uninoculated but punctured tissue (sham) were examined one
week after woimding. Micrographs showing the appearance of cells from
these tissue samples are presented in Figs. 38 and 39. Chloroplasts in
these cells appear swollen and are more rounded in outline than they were
in cells of tissue from tumor-developing regions (Fig. 41). Cell walls
were found to be strongly laminated and numerous large, mostly empty,
vesicles were present in the cytoplasm (Fig. 38, 39). Mitochondria and
other organelles were normal in appearance.
Fig. 26. Aggregation of densely staining materials (arrow)
intercellularly. X 16,000.
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Fig. 27. Sections of cells from one-week-old tumor tissue showing
thin layer of cytoplasm (C) with several mitochondria
(M), peroxisomes (large arrows), small vesicles (small
arrows), and dictyosomes (D). X 5,600.
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Fig. 28. Intercellular space in this tissue from one-week-old
tumors having matrix (Mx) and bacteria (B). Matrix
is probably slime from bacteria. X 14,000.
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Fig. 29. Section through part of cell of 2-week-old tumor showing
vesicles (arrows) blebbing from tonoplast membrane.
X 11,880.
Fig. 30. Section of 2-week-old tumor tissue showing several small
electron dense bodies (arrows) around some of which
membranes are forming. X 16,800.
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Fig. 31. Section of cell from tumor tissue sample of same age as
in Fig. 32 showing additional vesicle formation from
tonoplast membrane (arrows). X 5,400.
Fig. 32. Section of cell from 2-week-old tumor tissue showing
"ghost-like" remnants of vesicles (arrows) in vacuole
region. X 6,000.
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Fig. 33. Section of cell from 2-week-old tumor tissue showing
further vesiculation (arrows) of the cytoplasm.
X 21,000.
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Fig, 34. Section of cell from 3-week-old tomato tumor tissue
showing highly vacuolated cytoplasm (arrows). X 14,400.
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Fig. 35. Section through cell from 3-week-old tumor showing
cytoplasm with rounded, electron opaque bodies (arrows).
X 9,520.
Fig. 36. Cross-section of cells from 3-week-old tumor tissue
showing vacuoles (V) and intercellular space (IS) with
a very sparse matrix. X 3,200.
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Fig. 37. Part of cell from 3-week-old tumor tissue sample with
electron opaque bodies (arrows) enclosed within
vesiculate structure. X 20,800.
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Fig. 38. Portion of cell from sample of uninoculated but wounded
tissue one week after puncturing. Note swollen chloro-
plasts with indistinct grana (Ch) and empty vesicles
(arrows). X 12,800.
Fig. 39. Portion of cell from wounded but uninoculated tissue.
Note empty vesicles (Ve), rounded chloroplast (Ch)
with starch grains (Sg), mitochondria (M), and strongly
laminated cell wall (CW). Opaque bodies in chloroplasts




The elucidation of the relationship that may exist between a tumor-
inducing bacterium, such as Agrobacterium tumefaciens, and the cells of a
suitable host, such as Lycopersicon esculentum, from inception to full
transformation was the aim of this investigation. An attempt was made to
delineate and correlate any fine structural changes that may occur in host
cells as they interact with bacterial cells during tumor cell transforma¬
tion. Through this effort it was hoped that further light would be shed
on the mechanism of tumor cell induction and the onset of autonomous cell
growth in living systems. In order to accomplish these goals, a study of
tomato tissue using the transmission electron microscope (TEM) was made.
Samples from uninfected tissue of tomato petioles showed typical plant
cell ultrastructure. Each cell had a thin cell wall, a large central vacu¬
ole, and a sparse peripheral layer of cytoplasm. The typical cytoplasmic
organelles such as the nucleus, chloroplasts, mitochondria, dictyosomes, en¬
doplasmic reticulum (ER), and an occasional single-membrane bound organelle
with a solid prismatic core (peroxisome) were usually found. Chloroplasts,
surrounded by a double membrane, were observed to contain an elaborate sys¬
tem of membranes, with well-defined grana and thylakoids, lipid droplets,
and starch grains. The tubular cristae system of mitochondria commonly
fovmd in plants was evident. Endoplasmic reticulum and dictyosomes appeared
as irregular membranous structures. These observations were similar to
those of Gee et al. (1967), Jensen and Park (1974), and Ledbetter and
Porter (1970).
In tumor tissue samples removed 12 hr after inoculation, bacteria were
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noted inside of the cells. Accumulations of a densely staining material
could also be observed and the cytoplasm became increasingly vacuolated.
densely staining material could probably be due to disintegration of
bacterial cell walls. Gee et al. (1967) reported profoimd disintegration
of bacterial cell walls and observed masses of fibril-like substances
diffusing from the wall of bacteria into host tissues. Vesicle accumula¬
tion increased and the plasmalemma, tonoplast membrane and dictyosomes
served as the source of origin of these vesicles. Another organelle that
appeared to increase in number at this developmental stage was the peroxi¬
some. No change in form or structure was apparent in nuclei, chloroplasts,
or mitochondria.
Samples taken 36 hr following inoculation were also found to have
numerous bacteria inside of the host cells. A noticeable condensation of
cytoplasm was characteristic of cells at this stage and within the cyto¬
plasmic mass most organelles were obscure except for starch grains. Simi¬
lar observations were not previously made by Gee et al. (1967) who studied
36-hr sunflower tissue. Braun (1951), however, reported that transformation
of normal cells into tumor cells appears to take place gradually and cellu¬
lar alteration is brought about as early as 34-36 hr after the bacteria
have been brought into contact with susceptible tissues. The condensation
of cytoplasm in this tissue may be a manifestation of cellular alteration.
Braim (1972) further reported that "a rapidly growing, fully autonomous
timior cell may be described as a highly efficient proliferating system,
the energy of which is directed largely toward a synthesis of substances
required specifically for cell growth and division. This pattern of
synthesis results in the complete or partial exclusion of proteins normally
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synthesized for purposes of differentiated function. It should not be
surprising to find that a rapidly growing, fully autonomous tumor cell
Jiiay show such a pronounced deterioration of form and function that it is
often difficult for a pathologist to determine the precise cell type from
which the tumor originated. This does not mean that the factors determin¬
ing the pattern of synthesis concerned with differentiated function are
lost in such cells. They may be present but simply not be expressed."
Vesicle formation appeared to have increased and myelin figures were pre¬
sent. An increase in the abxjndance of endoplasmic reticulum was also
noted. No changes were apparent in chloroplasts, mitochondria, and
nuclei in cells where these structures were not obscured by dense cytoplasm.
In tissue samples taken from inoculated petiole at the 60 hr stage,
the cytoplasm was no longer condensed. Instead, cytoplasm assumed the nor¬
mal appearance and position in regards to its structural appearance. A
continued increase was noted in size and number of vesicles as well as
vacuoles, and more abundant ER. Fewer bacteria were evident in cells at
this stage. All other cellular organelles appeared normal.
In cells from five-day-old tissue segments there was no evidence of
the presence of the etiological agent either intercellularly or intra-
cellularly. The highly lobed, vacuolated nucleus, numerous vesicles and
multivesiculated bodies, and an apparent increase in the number of ER
profiles, mitochondria and chloroplasts were noted. Even though these
organelles increased in number there was no change in their ultrastructure.
These inception phase samples corroborated in part the findings of
Lipetz (1967, 1968) who observed a more profound increase in the amount of
ER in crown gall cells of Kalanchoe diagremontiana than their normal or
auxin induced counterparts. Manocha (1970) also observed a more extensive
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system of endoplasmic reticulum in sunflower crown gall tissue than in nor-
tissue. An increase in the amount of ER was also noted in this study.
Gee et al. (1967) reported observing numerous bacteria both within the host
cytoplasm and in the intercellular spaces of the host tissue. This study
revealed the presence of bacteria within the cell.
Numerous small vesicles were observed blebbing off from dictyosomes.
The increase in activity and number of dictyosomes and of peroxisomes noted
in this study agrees with the observations of Manocha (1970). Several
suggestions have been made relative to their significance. Cronshaw (1964)
suggested that they were storage granules of hydrolytic enzymes, Frederick
and Newcomb (1969) that they were involved in glycolytic metabolism, and
Manocha (1970) that they may represent storage bags for high molecular weight
protein produced by tumorous cells. Camus et al. (1951) have shown that a
protein of high molecular weight is produced in abundance by tumor cells.
The numerous small vesicles varying in size and shape that lay freely
or in groups enclosed by a membrane to form a multivesicular body (MVB),
were also observed by Manocha (1970), who suggested that they apparently
were derived from dictyosomes. Lipetz (1967) observed that crown gall cells
contained abundant MVB. Although MVB were most frequently observed in crown
gall cells, Lipetz (1967) did not assign a significant feature peculiar to
the tumor cell since MVB have been observed in a variety of plant and ani¬
mal cells, including normally growing Kalanchoe cells and those responding
to a wound stimulus.
With the exception of the nucleus becoming highly lobed, it did not
differ in any other noticeable structural features from nuclei in normal
cells. Mitochondria and chloroplasts were also similar in appearance to
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their counterparts in normal cells. Gee et al. (1967), Lipetz (1970), and
Ames (1972) support these findings in regards to the nucleus. However,
Manocha (1970) observed small vesicle-like bodies in the nucleoplasm of
mature host cells fixed 4 days after inoculation. These structures were
irregular to spherical in shape and ranged from 50 to 80 my in size. Each
was bound by a single unit membrane limiting contents of greater electron
density than the surrounding nucleoplasm. He suggested that the vesicle¬
like bodies probably entered the nucleus through the nuclear membrane by
a process similar to micropinocytosis; however, their mode and site of
formation were unknown.
Manocha (1970) reported no change in the fine structure of chloro-
plasts of tumor cells. His findings are corroborated in this study. Other
investigators have reported different results. Hohl (1961) observed a
membrane-bound inclusion in chloroplasts within hyperplastic tissues of
Datura stramonium and tumor tissues of N. tabacum and Solanum lycopersicon
(Lycopersicon esculentum). Similar inclusions were also noted in sunflower
crown gall tissue (Gee et al., 1967) and in neoplastic, hyperplastic, and
rapidly growing normal cells of Kalanchoe diagremontiana (Lipetz, 1970).
A membrane-bound body within plastids has also been observed in ash cam¬
bium (Srivastava, 1966), peach shoot apices (Flemion et al., 1967), cultured
carrot cells (Israel and Steward, 1967), potato tuber buds (Marinos, 1967)
and tobacco and tomato flowers pedicels (Jensen and Valdovinos, 1967).
Neither the chemical nature nor the physiological significance of these
plastid inclusions has been determined with any degree of certainty.
Several ideas have been proposed in an effort to explain their significance.
Gee et al. (1967) proposed that they are degenerating grana; Israel and
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Steward (1967) that they are transformed into thylakoids and grana, a view
that is shared by Jensen and Valdovinos (1967). The inclusion observed in
ash cambim was suggested to be a lipoprotein that had a probable role in
the formation of new membranes (Srivastava, 1966), while that noted in po¬
tato tuber buds was felt to be a site of nucleic acid and protein accumula¬
tion (Marinos, 1967).
No change in the ultrastructure of mitochondria of crown gall cells
was observed in this study. This observation agrees with that of Gee et al.
(1967), Manocha (1970), and Lipetz (1970). Lipetz (1967) observed, however,
that the mitochondria of crown gall cells were occasionally pinched as if
they were about to divide: cristae were well developed, and short chains
of mitochondria were reported. Some mitochondria with restricted central
regions and ones with well formed cristae were also noted in this study.
One, 2- and 3-week-old samples of developing tumors showed a marked
increase in number and size of vacuoles within the cytoplasm. Cytoplasmic
materials were sloughed off into the central vacuole and formed aggrega¬
tions of densely stained materials. These cytoplasmic aggregations became
very prominent intracellular areas. At the onset, the outline of these
bodies was uneven ; eventually the edges became smooth; an electron trans¬
parent region developed centrally, and single bodies or groups of bodies
became enclosed within a single membrane. During the developmental stages
there was also an increase in ER profiles, mitochondria, vesicles, MVB,
and myelin figures. No morphological changes were observed in the nucleus,
mitochondria, or chloroplasts. However, large quantities of food reserve
were observed to be stored by the chloroplasts. Conspicuous starch grains
provided evidence of this metabolic activity. Bacteria were observed in
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one-week-old tumor tissue samples in this study. This is in contrast to
the findings of Gee et al. (1967), Lipetz (1967, 1970) and Manocha (1970)
who reported no evidence of any etiological agent in any of the tumor
tissue observed during the developmental stages. Later stages of develop¬
ment, however, did not reveal the presence of any bacteria.
The increase noted in ER is supported by the findings of Manocha
(1970), Lipetz (1968, 1970), and Gee et al. (1967). Manocha (1970) also
noted an increase in the number of vesicles and MVB, as was also noted in
this study and observed no change in the ultrastructure of mitochondria
and chloroplasts.
Other investigators have reported contrary results concerning chloro¬
plasts. Hohl (1961) observed unusual plastids with large inclusion bodies
in hyperplastic tissues of Datura stramonium. Gee et al. (1967) reported
a considerable decrease in the number of chloroplasts. Those that were
present in tumor cells showed a striking reduction in their ultrastructure.
Some of the chloroplasts had large vacuoles and distorted grana and stroma
lamellae. Several plastids were found to be smaller with few lamellae,
and others contained detectable but altered grana and reduced stroma
lamellae. A niunber of plastids appeared dwarfed and contained only a few
circular inclusions within the regular plastid membranes.
The spherosomes observed in this study were not previously reported
by Hohl (1961), Gee et al. (1967), Lipetz (1967, 1968, 1970) or Manocha
(1970). Frey-Wyssling et al. (1963) studying normal Allium tissue, re¬
ported that spherosomes started as minute vesicles detached from strands
of the endoplasmic reticulum. Before the abscission of such a vesicle
occurred, there was an accumulation of granular material in the end of
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the strand, and a neck was then established by constriction. Numerous
vesicles were formed which increased in size, maintained their density,
and soon assumed the shape described for full-grown spherosomes. They
further noticed that, whereas in the bulb of Allium the granular ultra¬
structure delimited by a unit membrane is the final stage of spherosomal
differentiation, in the aging scutellum of Zea there is a further develop¬
ment toward the formation of oil droplets of different sizes. The center
of the spherosomes clears up and the granular stroma becomes more and more
restricted to the periphery. This stage of development of spherosomes was
manifested in this study. It was also demonstrated that finally even this
border disappears and only clear bodies of fat are left. This same develop¬
ment pattern was found in cotyledons of rapeseed. Granulated spherosomes
turned clear in their center at a stage when there were still chloroplasts
in the ripening green seed.
Frey-Wyssling et al. (1963) suggested that the granular structure of
the stroma in the spherosome and its precursor might be caused by micro¬
molecules of lipoproteins. Such an interpretation would also explain the
developmental stages of the fat bodies in oleiferous cells. The fat ap¬
pears in the center of the spherosome surrounded by the granular stroma.
It is quite definite that a stroma has something to do with fat production.
Either it is responsible for the translocation of fat molecules synthesized
by the ground plasma across the unit membrane and for their accumulation in
the center of the spherosome, or it is itself involved in that synthesis.
The spherosome might contain the enzyme for the transformation of sugars
into acetyl radicals and their condensation to fatty acids, as well as
phosphatase for the decomposition of glycerol phosphate (Frey-Wyssling
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al., 1963). Pemer (1952) attributed enzymes o£ mitochondrial activity
to the spherosomes, which seemed unlikely; but the presence o£ enzymes
involved in fat metabolism will hardly be objected to. At least the final
step in fat synthesis, the transesterfication of glycerol phosphate by
exchanging phosphoric acid with fatty acids, can be attributed to the
spherosomes (Pemer, 1952).
The data reported in this study warrant the conclusion that the paren¬
chyma cells, observed in this study after bacterial induction, have been
transformed into actively dividing meristematic cells. Manocha (1970)
drew a similar conclusion when he observed that tumor cells induced by
Agrobacterium tumefaciens showed an extensive development of the endoplasmic
reticulum, stimulated activity of dictyosomes, and a more frequent occur¬
rence of multivesicular bodies. Ames (1972) noted that transferred meri¬
stematic cells showed all of the characteristics that have been described
for meristematic cells in general (Whaley et al., 1960). The nucleus is
large, relative to the volume of the cell, mitochondria are numerous, there
were many dictyosomes, plastids were small and relatively undifferentiated,
and the endoplasmic reticulum was more extensive than in parenchyma cells.
Furthermore, the increase in the number of peroxisomes during inception
phase is, perhaps, indicative of the increased metabolic activity that is
characteristic of tumorous tissue over their normal counterparts. There is
general agreement among investigators (Gee et al., 1967; Lipetz, 1967,
1968, 1970; Manocha, 1970) that more ER is produced by crown gall cells
than their normal counterparts. Peroxisomes show intimate relations with
the endoplasmic reticulum. In both plant and animal cells, they seem to
form as dilatations of the ER; the endoplasmic reticulum swells and fills
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with electron-dense material. All peroxisomes thus far studied, in both
plants and animals, contain a-hydroxy acid oxidase and catalase
(Novikoff and Holtzman, 1970). The former produces hydrogen peroxide
which is toxic to the cells and the latter destroys hydrogen peroxide.
Catalase may have an important protective function. Peroxisomes have
also been demonstrated to play an important role in converting fat to
carbohydrates. In the early germination of castor been seedlings, the
fat stored in the endosperm of the seed is rapidly converted to carbohy¬
drate, including sucrose, which is utilized in the growth of the plant.
The observation of myelin figures in the older tumor tissue as well
as in that which was wounded but uninfected, parallels the findings of
Walne et al. (1975). Myelin is made up of lipoprotein and, perhaps, is




A transmission electron microscopic study o£ crovm gall tissue
developing on tomato has been made. Inception and developmental phase
samples were compared with uninfected wounded tissue and their normal
counterparts.
Inception phase samples showed bacteria within the cell as well as in
the intercellular spaces of the tumorous tissue. Numerous vesicles were
observed blebbing off from the plasma membrane, tonoplast, and dictyosomes.
Peroxisomes increased in number; accumulation of a densely staining
material was evident, and cytoplasm became increasingly vacuolated. At
36 hr a clumping or condensing of cytoplasmic material was observed along
with the appearance of myelin and an increase in ER profiles. The nucleus
became highly lobed and vacuolated and there was an increase in the number
of chloroplasts, mitochondria, and multivesiculated bodies. No change was
observed in the fine structure of the mitochondria or chloroplasts.
Developmental phase ttunor samples showed a mark increase in the number
and size of vacuoles within the cytoplasm. Cytoplasmic materials were
sloughed off into the central vacuoles and formed aggregations of densely
stained materials (spherosomes). There was an increase in ER profiles,
mitochondria, vesicles, MVB, and myelin figures. No morphological changes
were observed in the nucleus, mitochondria or chloroplasts. Bacteria were
observed in some of the tissue samples of one-week-old developmental phase
samples.
Wounded, uninfected tissue of one week, showed numerous vesicles
blebbing off from the tonoplasts which coalesced to form larger ones.
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Cytoplasm contained several large vacuoles and cytoplasmic materials
were observed being sloughed off into central vacuoles and intercellular
spaces. Densely stained materials accumulated in some of the inter¬
cellular spaces. Mitochondria and myelin figures were numerous, chloro-
plast contained several starch grains and lipid bodies, and the nucleus
showed no apparent change in its ultrastructure.
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